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“The future belongs to 
those who can see it”
S C I L L A  E L W O R T H Y  |  3 X  N O M I N E E  N O B E L  P E A C E  P R I Z E  



Today’s Trends, Tomorrow’s Expectations

The Future of Work

Organizations are designing and building talent models that enable 
them to access and engage the full spectrum of talent, from 

traditional employees to alternative workers, to get the work done.

Increased Globalization

As organizations are operating on a global scale, they often 
struggle to understand the unique physical, financial, mental and 

social needs of a more heterogeneous workforce. 

Disjointed Technology Platforms

There are countless vendors in the Rewards Technology            
ecosystem, but a multitude of platforms with no cohesive 

strategy creates a negative worker experience.  

Workforce Disruption

Attracting, retaining, and reengaging talent is even more critical 
for success as organizations across the globe are responding and 

recovering from the impact of COVID-19.

Across each of these groups, workers have different needs 
and expectations. Creating personalized, flexible and 

customized experiences can be an employer’s differentiator 
for attracting and retaining talent. 

Many organizations are extending beyond traditional 
rewards and are equally focused on wellbeing, 

development, flexibility, and recognition as a means of 
attracting, retaining, and reengaging the talent they need.

Determining when to globalize and when to localize 
Rewards is an area where organizations must solicit more 

input and involvement of workers, as the flexibility to 
localize is critical to the employee experience. 

Looking ahead, workers will expect a more seamless user 
experience that delivers personalized and curated 

information, utilizing worker data to proactively drive 
awareness and participation in Rewards programs.
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Individuals want more from their job than just a paycheck, a 
retirement plan, and insurance. They are looking for a 
sense of purpose, meaningful work, development of new 
skills and capabilities, and a supportive manager while 
being sustained through rewards and recognition 
programs that are designed based on workforce 
preferencesand to address worker’s wellbeing.

This means that in order to motivate their workforce, 
employers can no longer solely focus on financial 
incentives.  Rather, they need to consider the connection 
between themselves and their workforce by creating a 
broader relationship that prioritizes the employee’s 
physical condition, emotional resilience, social connections 
AND financial health.

This shift from Rewards to Relationships is critical to 
creating and embedding a workforce experience that 
stands alone as a differentiator in attracting and retaining 
the high talent workers of tomorrow. 

A New Focus
WORKFORCE EXPERIENCE

Deloitte Global Human Capital Trends survey, 2019



For employers, the workers they want to attract 
and retain are those that help them achieve 
the business objectives of today, and the 
business aspirationsof tomorrow.

For workers, they want to find an employer 
that is fully committed to supporting their 
personal and professional objectivesof 
today, and their known and unknown 
personal and professional aspirations of 
tomorrow.

This is the essence of  “Relationships“, where 
both the employer and the worker 
collaborateon the workforce experience 
that aligns to organizational brand and helps 
to achieve each other’s objectives and 
aspirations.

Creating a total relationship requires 
organizations to no longer design and deliver 
rewards as independent pieces in a one-size-
fits-all approach.  Rather, C-Suite leadership 
must now make a concerted effort to drive a 
culture of relationships, differentiated based 
on what workers value and need, to meet their 
objectives and aspirations.

Aspiration
More than rewards…
it’s about objectives and
aspirations



Relationships: The Worker Perspective

Learning & 
Development

Work is changing and 
workers need to reskill/ 
upskill. Companies who 
invest in development 

have better worker 
engagement and loyalty

Compensation & 
Benefits

Workers expect 
compensation, benefit, 

and recognition 
programs that are 

customizable to their 
personal and 

professional needs 

Career Mobility & 
Performance 

Feedback

Workers expect career 
mobility and regular, 

continuous, and 
actionable feedback that 

is focused on growth 
and development 

Worker 
Wellbeing

Workers are looking for 
a holistic approach to 

wellbeing that addresses 
their physical condition, 

financial health, 
emotional resilience and 

social connectivity

Benchmarks only tell you what everyone else is doing.  Understanding your workers’ 
needs and preferences is critical to establishing successful Relationships with them.

N o w ,  m o r e  t h a n  e v e r ,  i s  t h e  t i m e  t o  a c t ,  t o  c r e a t e  
a n d  e m b e d  a  w o r k f o r c e e x p e r i e n c e  t h a t  s t a n d s  a l o n e  

a s  a  d i f f e r e n t i a t o r  i n  a t t r a c t i n g ,  m o t i v a t i n g  a n d  
r e t a i n i n g  t h e  h i g h - t a l e n t  w o r k e r s  o f  t o m o r r o w .



Rewards to Relationships: The Transformation 
Using human-centered design across the Transformation Journey, you have the 
opportunity to make the biggest impact on your most important asset…your people.

The steps to transform from 
Rewards to Relationships

I M AG I N E :   
Build a business case for change by evaluating 
the efficacy of the current relationships 
between the company and its workforces and 
identify opportunities to use data-driven, 
workforce insights to improve business results 
by enhancing the relationship based on 
workforce preferences

AC T I VAT E :
Implement the enterprise or function-wide transition needed to 
accomplish the objectives and drive sustainable change and 
continuous engagement

CO M P O S E :
Through collaboration between the organization and 
the workforce, reimagine the future state workforce 
experience and worker relationships that achieve 
both the organization’s and the workforce’s 
objectives and aspirations

Measure

Analyze

Research

React

Rewards
to

Relationships

Activate

Adjust

Reimagine

Plan

Collaborate



Strategic
We made the 
business decision 
to remain a 
strategic advisor:

• Not focused on 
the transactional 
aspects of 
rewards

• Not attached to 
business models 
that focus on the 
ways of the past

Innovative
As an employer, 
we have 
introduced 
innovations in our 
relationships with 
our workforce 
resulting in better 
outcomes in talent 
acquisition, 
retention, 
employee 
engagement, and 
bottom-line 
business results

Recognized
Deloitte Consulting 
is recognized as a 
Global and 
Vanguard leader 
by ALM in 2019 
across 
Compensation, 
Retirement, and 
Health and 
Wellness 
Consulting

Independent
Deloitte is the only 
firm that can 
independently  
advise you from 
strategy through 
implementation on 
every aspect of 
your relationships 
with your 
workforce

Navigate With Confidence
Deloitte is the right strategic advisor to guide you along the Transformation Journey 
from Rewards to Relationships.
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